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Information Every Football Fan Should Know

2014 Championship Dates and Times

ADMISSION CHARGE IS $10.00
FOR ADULTS and CHILDREN 7
YEARS of AGE and OLDER.*

(* Visa and Mastercard will be accepted.)

Tickets may also be purchased
in advance online at 

mpssaa.ticketleap.com by just
using a credit card.

** TICKET GATES OPEN ONE HOUR PRIOR TO GAME TIME. **
Thurs., Dec. 4th Fri., Dec. 5th Sat. , Dec. 6th

7 PM -- Class 3A      7:30 PM -- Class 4A            3:30 PM & 7 PM -- Class 2A & 1A (times tbd)

M&T Bank Stadium is now a smoke-free facility as required by Maryland State Law.  There are no designated smoking areas inside of the
stadium.  Designated smoking areas are located outside of Gates A & D.  Proceed to the designated smoking areas 25’ or greater from the
stadium entry gates.  This policy also applies to electronic cigarettes or any alternative smoking product - they are not permitted.  Guests who
fail to comply with this policy may be ejected from the stadium.  Thank you for your attention to this new policy!

DIRECTIONS
Fans are asked to use the directions to lots A, B, C, G, and H on the Ravens "Game Day" website at:

http://www.baltimoreravens.com/gameday/mt-bank-stadium/directions-parking.html. 

To avoid the usual traffic using the Russell Street access, we recommend utilizing Exit 54 (coming from the
south) and Exit 55 (coming from the north) and then park in lot G or H.

Monitored parking for passenger vehicles is $7.00 per car and will be available in designated lots two hours prior

to the first scheduled game time each day of the Finals.

 Hot tailgating is PROHIBITED.

RV’s and oversized vehicles are allowed to park in Lot C and will be charged the bus rate of $20.00 each.

CONCESSIONSSOUVENIRS & KEEPSAKES
~ State Championship T-shirts and apparel will be sold on site by Nightmare Graphics, Inc.  

Only unsold merchandise will be sold online following the event. ~
** Expect professional venue pricing for food items available for purchase at the stadium.**

M & T Bank Stadium - BaltimoreM & T Bank Stadium - Baltimore

STADIUM SECURITY PROHIBITS THE FOLLOWING ITEMSSTADIUM SECURITY PROHIBITS THE FOLLOWING ITEMS ----

- Air horms or horns of any kind. - Cowbells. - Video cameras.
- Artificial noise-makers.                             - Flag/banner poles. - Weapons or dangerous objects.
- Backpacks. - Footballs or balls of any kind. - Whistles.
- Beverages. - Grocery-type bags.
- Bottles (plastic or glass). - Hard foam beverage holders/hand.
- Camera tripods or monopods. - Laser pointers/pens.
- Cans. - Plastic bags.
- Containers/flasks. - Tote bags.
- Coolers/thermoses. - Umbrellas.


